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Figure 1. Data-driven dimensional analysis can identify relevant dimen-
sionless numbers. Buckingham Pi predicts 12 dimensionless numbers for
this case study; a data-driven analysis identifies two dimensionless num-
bers that are sufficient to describe the observed trends [JdI20].

Statistical formulations of causality are designed
to overcome lurking variables [Joi81; PB14]: im-
portant factors that are neglected by the experi-
menter or hidden by easily observable correlations.
This focus is necessary to deal with the complex-
ities of social and biological systems, where enor-
mous complexity makes controlling all important
factors impossible. Statistical methods are formu-
lated to mitigate [RR83], or innoculate [BHH+78],
an analysis against such lurking factors using a
theory-independent approach of treatment assign-
ment based on randomized tests. However, in the
physical sciences, the ideas stemming from dimen-
sional analysis enable a more physics-constrained
approach.
The familiar Buckingham Pi theorem [Buc14] is the
fundamental result of dimensional analysis, stating
that any physical law involving measured quantities
is necessarily a function of a smaller number of di-
mensionless groups. However, this fundamental re-
sult can be endowed with greater structure; a sim-
ple log-transform of input quantities leads to a vec-
tor subspace interpretation of dimensionless num-
bers [CRI16].
The subspace formulation of the Buckingham Pi theorem has two important applications: (i) a formal analysis of lurking
variables [RLI19]; and (ii) data-driven approaches to dimensional analysis (Fig. 1). In this talk, we review recent devel-
opments in dimensional analysis that provide a physics-constrained view of causality applied to the classical pipe flow
experiments by Reynolds and a realistic dataset of particle-laden turbulent flow simulations subject to radiation.
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